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Darbhanga Dhrupad Tradition
Sumeet Anand Pandey

Dhrupad
Dhrupad is the oldest surviving genre of Hindustāni (North Indian) classical music, and has its initial origins in the ancient tradition of  
Vedic chanting1 (2000 BCE). By 1200 CE the styles of Vedic chanting called Chhanda and Prabandha had developed with the introduction 
of verse and metre. It is from these two styles that Dhrupad emerged.

Practitioners of dhrupad, also referred to as Dhrupadiya, treat it as a contemplative and meditative form, sustained for centuries by traditions 
of classical and devotional music.

While its soul remains unchanged, it is thought that dhrupad has adapted its character and temperament over the last fi ve to six centuries. 
This is possibly due to its vast travels from temples, to royal courts and fi nally into the public performance arena.

Dhrupad recital typically begins with an extended alāp,2 sung with tānpura in four stages. It uses the syllables derived from the mantra 
‘Om Anant Hari Nārāyana’ to sing its melody. 

1 Vedic chanting: a form of religious chanting, where the vocalisation of hymns from the Vedas (ancient scriptures of Hinduism) are repeated in three notes 
  - Udātt, Anudātt and Swarit.
2 Alāp: an introductory melodic improvisation that introduces and develops the rāga. There is no rhythm or percussion. A full alāp has three parts, anibaddha (slow, no 
  meter), j odd or madhya laya (mid-tempo) and Jhāla or drut laya (fast tempo).
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The Pakhāwaj is a double-headed, barrel-shaped drum used for accompanying the composition. The composition has four parts, namely 
sthāye, antara, sanchāri and ābhog. However, often only the first two parts are sung. While dhrupad and Khayāl (a modern style of classical 
Indian singing) have a shared repertoire of rāga,3 their tālas4 are mutually exclusive.

Dhrupad has four stylistic variants (vānis or banis): Gauhār (Shuddha), Khandār, Dāgur (Dāgar) and Nauhār.

This album focuses on the Darbhanga tradition of dhrupad, a major style of dhrupad which originated in the 17th century. It is marked by the 
characteristics of both vānis Gauhār (Shuddha) and Khandār.

It is also known as the Darbhanga Mallick tradition, after the leading Darbhanga representatives - the Mallick family - or even as the  
Darbhanga Amta tradition after the name of the village it emerged from in the state of Bihar.

Pandit Kshitipal Mallick, followed by Pandit Ram Chatur Mallick, were the most recent court singers (Darbāri gāyak) at the royal court of 
Darbhanga in North Bihar. This was until India became a sovereign nation in 1947. Other prominent vocalists from this tradition are Pandit  
Siyaram Tiwari, Pandit Abhay Narayan Mallick and Pandit Vidur Mallick, to name a few. In addition to being exceptional dhrupadiyas, all the 
above-mentioned vocalists were also adept at singing Khayāl, thumari5 and bhajans6 too. 

3  Rāga: a melodic framework for improvisation composed in a set scale.
4 Tāla: the cycle of beats used in a composition, for example; Choutāl (12 beats), Dhammār (14 beats), Sooltāl (10 beats) and Tīvra (7 beats).
5 Thumari: a vocal style of Indian music which emphasises on movement, dance, poetry, and love songs particularly from Uttar Pradesh.
6 Bhajans: a religious or devotional song with one or more lead singers, accompanied with music, and occasionally dancing.
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The Ragas
Ahir Bhairav is a morning rāga with a meditative and devotional feel. 
The oscillating  fl at second (Āndolit Komal Re) is the trademark 
of the Bhairav (thāt), a particular ‘parent scale’ in North Indian or 
Hindustāni music.

The natural sixth and fl at seventh notes (Shuddha Dha and Komal 
Ni) give a unique character to this rāga. On the contrary, Bhairav, the 
second rāga in this album, also has the fl at second but a fl at sixth (Komal 
Dha) and natural seventh (Shuddha Ni).

Over the drone of tānpura, the dhrupad recital begins with alāp, a relaxed 
movement over the notes of the rāga, not fi xed in their arrangement yet 
following a systematic unfolding. Syllables like Ta-Nā-Ri Re-Tā-Nom, 
derived from the Sanskrit text ‘Om Anant Hari Nārāyana’, are used to sing 
the alāp. 

As it reaches mid-tempo (madhya laya), a pulse kicks in. Jodd or madhya laya alāp, sung in two distinct tempos, is a speciality in the 
Darbhanga Dhrupad tradition. The alāp concludes in a fast tempo (drut laya), in which Nom-Tom pronunciation7 is also used. Use of meend 
(glide) and gamak (quick forceful oscillation) are signature ornamentations used in dhrupad.

The traditional composition ‘Shyām Sundar ko Prātah Samay’ (written in Braj  Bhāsha)8 describes the joy of mother Yashoda on seeing 
baby Lord Krishna early in the morning. It is set to a slow tempo (vilambit laya), in Choutāl (the primary time cycle of 12 beats in dhrupad 
music), and is played on the Pakhāwaj. The recital ends with spontaneous improvisations in melody and meter, often ending in tihāis9

- another speciality of Darbhanga Dhrupad tradition.

The composition sung in Bhairav is an ancient Sargam ki Bandish10, set to a mid-tempo Sooltāl (10-beat cycle) which has been passed on 
for generations in the Senia tradition.

7 Nom-Tom pronunciation is where a set of syllables derived from a mantra is sung in a recurrent set pattern.
8 Braj Bhāsha: the language of Braj - a region in Northern India. Many traditional compositions in Dhrupad are written in Braj Bhāsha, in addition to the usual Sanskrit. 
9 Tihāis is a three-times repeating rhythmic and melodic phrase, in an improvised manner, where the fi nal stroke falls on the fi rst beat of the underlying tāla
 (rhythm cycle).
10 Sargam ki Bandish: abbreviated names of musical notes as text.

© Philippe Lamotte, France
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Sumeet Anand Pandey
Sumeet sees himself as a progressive traditionalist, and that is true of his musical expressions as well. Born in an illustrious lineage of  
dhrupad vocalists from the Darbhanga tradition, he was privileged to grow up in a musically rich atmosphere. His childhood training under  
his grandfather Shri Birendra Mohan Pandey, and occasional guidance from his maternal grandfather (PadmaShree) Pandit Siyaram  
Tiwari, gave him a solid foundation.

After completing university education in Science and Management, he came under the tutelage of Pandit Abhay Narayan Mallick 
- grandnephew and master disciple of Pandit Ram Chatur Mallick - who moulded Sumeet into a professional Dhrupadiya. Today, 
as one of the most promising talents in dhrupad, he strives to present the particular style of Darbhanga in its traditional form, 
which lays equal emphasis on melodic expanse (alāp) and composition (pada). He shines in the upaj-based1 rhythmic and melodic 
improvisations, a speciality of Darbhanga tradition.

Sumeet broadcasts from All India Radio (A.I.R.), New Delhi, and regularly presents dhrupad recitals in music festivals across India. He 
is an empanelled artist of the Indian Council of Cultural Relations (I.C.C.R.) and he has presented dhrupad recitals in Berlin, The Hague, 
London, Prague, Budapest and Paris. Besides being a dhrupad vocalist, Sumeet collaborates with a range of musicians across genres from 
all over the world. He also puts his research and management experience to the service of music as a festival curator, organiser, thinker, 
speaker, writer and trainer.

www.sumeetanand.com

Pandit Radheshyam Sharma
Pandit Radheshyam Sharma is a top grade Pakhāwaj artist belonging to the Nathdwara tradition. He is the son and disciple of noted 
maestro Pandit Totaram Sharma. Radheshyam excels in Pakhāwaj, playing as a soloist, accompaniment to voice and instruments, as well 
as dance. A versatile artist, he has been active in this field for over 30 years in India and the rest of the world. He has taught students in 
India, Russia, Mexico, Europe and the USA.

1 Upaj: spontaneous improvisation
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Madubani Art
This album features Madubani Art – 
a style of painting from the Mithila  
region of Bihar in India. World-famous 
Madhubani paintings are hand drawn 
by artists native of Darbhanga, Saharsa,  
Purniya and Madhubani (towns in North 
Bihar), as well some bordering towns  
in Nepal such as Janakpur.

The history of this painting style goes back 
to the Hindu mythology of Rāmayana.  
It is believed that King Janak ordered these 
paintings to be made, by women artisans  
of Janakpur, for his daughter Sita’s  
wedding to Lord Rāma. 

The paintings are characterised by bright natural  
colours made from a range of natural dyes and  
pigments such as turmeric, bark of peepal (a fig tree), 
geru (a red ochre), milk, gum, and cow dung. In  
previous times they were drawn on walls but now  
they are also made on paper.

The motif is primarily religious. Both art pieces in 
this album are of the 21st century, from the private 
collection of Mr. Narmada Prasad Upadhyay.
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Performers:
Sumeet Anand Pandey - vocalist

Pandit Radheshyam Sharma - Pakhāwaj
Ritika Pandey and Shruti Sargam - manual tānpuras

All compositions traditional.

Recorded by Mukund Verma at Katharas Studios, New Delhi, India
Mixed by Sumit Babbar at Rangayan Broad Q’s Studios, New Delhi, India

Produced by Sumeet Anand Pandey
Final master by Diz Heller 
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